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Abstract

The e�ect of query order on NP�completeness is investigated� A sequence �D �
�D�� � � � � Dk� of decision problems is de�ned to be sequentially complete for NP if each
Di � NP and every problem in NP can be decided in polynomial time with one query
to each of D�� � � � � Dk in this order� It is shown that� if NP contains a language that is
p�generic in the sense of Ambos�Spies� Fleischhack� and Huwig �	
� then for every integer

k � �� there is a sequence �D � �D�� � � � � Dk� such that �D is sequentially complete for

NP� but no nontrivial permutation �Di� � � � � � Dik
� of �D is sequentially complete for NP�

It follows that such a sequence �D exists if there is any strongly positive� p�computable
probability measure � such that �p�NP� �� ��

� Introduction

The success or e�ciency of a computation sometimes depends�and sometimes does not
depend�upon the order in which it is allowed access to the various pieces of information that
it may require� Although this truism is an important reality in many areas of computing�
including information security� machine learning� game playing� and intelligent planning� it
has only very recently come under complexity�theoretic scrutiny�

The natural way to begin investigation of this phenomenon is to focus on the e�ect of
query order on the e�ciency of oracle computations� Indeed� most of the work to date
has focused on situations in which a polynomial�time computation has oracle access to
complete problems for several di�erent complexity classes� The typical sort of question is
then whether various constraints on the order in which these complete problems must be
queried confer di�ering amounts of power on the underlying computations� The results of
such investigations� some of which are at 	rst surprising� have recently been surveyed by
Hemaspaandra� Hemaspaandra� and Hempel 
���
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In this paper� we examine a related� but somewhat di�erent aspect of query order�
namely its e�ect on NP�completeness� To be more precise� we say that a sequence �D 
�D�� � � � � Dk� of decision problems is sequentially complete for NP if each Di � NP and every
problem in NP can be decided in polynomial time with one query to each of D�� � � � �Dk in

this order � The question we ask is whether� for k � �� there is a sequence �D  �D�� � � � �Dk�
such that �D is sequentially complete for NP� but no nontrivial permutation �Di� � � � � �Dik�

of �D is sequentially complete for NP� In this case we say that �D is strictly sequentially

complete for NP�

It is immediately clear that the existence of a sequence �D that is strictly sequentially
complete for NP implies that P � NP� The converse may also be true� but appears to be
di�cult to prove� We thus turn to a stronger hypothesis than P � NP�

A natural hypothesis to consider is the hypothesis that NP does not have p�measure �
�brie�y� �p�NP� � ��� This hypothesis� which was proposed by the second author� implies
that P � NP and has been proven to have many plausible consequences not known to be
provable from P � NP� The recent surveys 
�� ��� �� discuss a number of such consequences�

As will be seen below� the existence of a sequence �D that is strictly sequentially complete
for NP does indeed follow from the �p�NP� � � hypothesis� However� our main theorem
establishes more� namely� that if NP contains a language that is p�generic �in the sense of
Ambos�Spies� Fleischhack� and Huwig 
�� ���� then there is a sequence �D that is strictly
sequentially complete for NP�

This notion of p�genericity �which is de	ned precisely in Section � below� has recently
been the subject of several investigations� most of which have been discussed in the paper

�� and�or the survey 
��� The hypothesis that NP contains a p�generic language is known to
imply the P � NP conjecture� and to be implied by the �p�NP� � � hypothesis 
�� ��� and
neither of the converse implications has been proven� Many �but not all� of the consequences
of �p�NP� � � have also shown to be consequences of NP containing a p�generic language�
One concrete advantage of using the latter hypothesis �when possible� is that it weakens
the �p�NP� � � hypothesis from the uniform probability measure � to a wide variety of
probability measures �� Speci	cally� Lorentz and Lutz 
��� have shown that� if there is
any strongly positive� p�computable probability measure � such that �p�NP� � �� then
NP contains a p�generic language� Thus� by our main theorem� the existence of such a
probability measure � implies the existence of a sequence �D that is strictly sequentially
complete for NP� �Note� Breutzmann and Lutz 
�� have recently shown that �p�NP� � �
is equivalent to �p�NP� � � whenever � is a strongly positive� P�computable� coin�toss
probability measure� but this is a much stronger restriction on � than the result of 
�����
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The proof of our main result uses some ideas of Lutz and Mayordomo 
��� and Ambos�
Spies and Bentzien 
�� but is somewhat more involved�

� Preliminaries

In this paper� all languages are sets of binary strings� i�e�� sets A � f�� �g�� We identify
each language A with its characteristic sequence �A � f�� �g

� de	ned by

�A  A�so�A�s�� � � �A�sn� � � �

where s�  �� s�  �� s�  �� � � � is the standard enumeration of f�� �g�� and

A�sn� 

�
� if sn � A

� otherwise�

When x  sn� y  sm� we say �x � y� if and only if n � m� If A  a�a� � � � � f�� �g
� and

x  sn� then we write A�x  a�a� � � � an��� For A�B � f�� �g� and n � N� we de	ne

A�B  fx� j x � Ag � fy� j y � Bg

and
A�n�  fx � f�� �g� j x��n � Ag�

We brie�y review the notion of p�genericity� introduced by Ambos�Spies� Fleischhack�
and Huwig 
�� ��� We refer the reader to 
�� or 
�� for more detailed discussions�

De�nition�

�� An extension function is a partial function f such that dom f � f�� �g� and� for all
A�x � dom f � f�A�x� is of the form

f�A�x�  ��x�� i��� � � � � �xm� im���

where m � N� x�� � � � � xm � f�� �g�� x � x� � x� � � � � xm� and i�� � � � � im � f�� �g�

�� A t�n��extension function is an extension function that is computable in O�t�n�� time�

�� An extension function is simple if f�A�x� � f�x� ��� �x� ��g for all A�x � dom f �
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�� If f is an extension function and k is a positive integer� then f is k�bounded if� for all
A�x � dom f �

f�A�x�  ��x�� i��� � � � � �xl� il���

for some l � k�

De�nition� Let f be an extension function� and let A � f�� �g��

�� f is dense along A if there are in	nitely many x � f�� �g� for which f�A�x� is de	ned�

�� A meets f at x � f�� �g� if f�A�x� is de	ned� say f�A�x�  ��x�� i��� � � � � �xm� im��
and� for all � � l �m� A�xl�  il�

�� A meets f if A meets f at some string x� Otherwise� A avoids f �

De�nition� Let A � f�� �g��

�� A is t�n��generic if A meets every simple t�n��extension function that is dense along
A�

�� A is p�generic if A is nc�generic for every positive integer c�

The proof of our main result uses the following lemma�

Lemma ��� �Ambos�Spies 
���� If A is p�generic� then for all positive integers k and c� A
meets every k�bounded nc�extension function that is dense along A�

� Sequential Reductions

In this section we introduce the notion of strictly sequential completeness for NP� Our
development uses the following special type of polynomial�time reduction�

De�nition� Let A�B�� � � � � Bk � f�� �g�� and write �B  �B�� � � � � Bk��
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�� A sequential� polynomial�time reduction �brie�y� a �P
S �reduction� of A to �B is a poly�

nomial time�bounded k�oracle Turing machine M with the following two properties�

�a� A  L�M
�B��

�b� For all x � f�� �g�� the computation of M
�B�x� makes exactly one query to each

of the oracles B�� � � � � Bk� with the queries occurring in this order �

�� A is sequentially polynomial�time reducible �brie�y� �P
S �reducible� to

�B� and we write

A �P
S
�B� if there exists a �P

S �reduction of A to �B�

We now use sequential reductions to de	ne sequential completeness and strictly sequen�
tial completeness�

De�nition� Let C be a class of languages� and let �B  �B�� � � � � Bk� be a sequence of
languages�

�� �B is sequentially hard �brie�y� �P
S �hard� for C if� for all A � C� A �P

S
�B�

�� �B is sequentially complete �brie�y� �P
S �complete� for C if B�� � � � � Bk � C and �B is

�P
S �hard for C�

�� �B is strictly sequentially hard �brie�y� �P
SS�hard� for C if k � �� �B is �P

S �hard for C�

and no nontrivial permutation �Bi� � � � � � Bik� of
�B is �P

S �hard for C�

�� �B is strictly sequentially complete �brie�y� �P
SS�complete� for C if B�� � � � � Bk � C and

�B is �P
SS�hard for C�

We now make two observations regarding these de	nitions� The 	rst is obvious�

Observation ���� If �B is �P
SS�complete for C� then C �� P�

In particular� Observation ��� implies that the existence of �P
SS�complete languages for

NP implies that P � NP�

Our second observation is also easily veri	ed�
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Our second observation is an obvious characterization of �P
S �reducibility that is used in

the proof of our main result�

Observation ���� Let A � f�� �g�� and let �B  �B�� � � � Bk� be a sequence of languages�
Then A �P

S
�B if and only if there exist a family F  ff� j � � f�� �g�k��g of polynomial

time�computable functions f� � f�� �g� �	 f�� �g� and a polynomial time�computable func�
tion h � f�� �g� 
 f�� �gk �	 f�� �g such that� for all x � f�� �g�� if we de	ne b�� � � � � bk �
f�� �g by the recursion bi  Bi�fb����bi���x��� then

A�x�  h�x� b� � � � bk��

�Intuitively� if M is the �P
S �reduction of A to �B� then fb����bi���x� is the i

th query of M
�B�x�

when the 	rst i�� query answers are b�� � � � � bi��� and h�x� b� � � � bk� is the 	nal accept�reject

decision of M
�B�x��� In this case� we say that A �P

S
�B via �F � h��

� Main Result

In this section� we prove our main result� which says that if NP contains a p�generic language�
then for every k � � there is a sequence �D  �D�� � � � �Dk� that is �

P
SS�complete for NP�

The following construction will be used�

Construction ���� Given A�S � f�� �g� and an integer k � �� de	ne the sequence
�D�A�S� k�  �D�� � � � �Dk� as follows�

�i� D�  A��k����

�ii� For � � i � k�

Di  
A��k��i��� �A��k��i��� 
A��k��i��� �A��k��i���

�iii� Dk  
A��� � S�� 
A��� � S��

Most of our work is done by the following lemma�

Lemma ��� �Main Lemma�� Let A � f�� �g�� S � DTIME��n�� and let �D  �D�A�S� k� 
�D�� � � � � Dk�� If A is p�generic and �D�  �Di� � � � � �Dik� is a nontrivial permutation of �D�

then A ��P
S
�D��
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Proof� Let A�S� �D� and �D� be as given� and assume that A �P
S
�D�� It su�ces to show that

A is not p�generic�

Since A �P
S
�D�� there exist F and h as in Observation ��� such that A �P

S
�D� via �F � h��

Our argument proceeds as follows� When we use �F � h� to answer the question �x � A��� if
at some stage we encounter a question �y � A��l���� then when y���l 	 x� we make a guess
about the answer of this question� Using these guesses� we can obtain the value of A�x��
Then the opposite value of A�x� is impossible� provided that all the guesses are correct�
This will induce a �k � ���bounded n��extension function F that is dense along A while A
avoids F � It will follow by Lemma ��� that A is not p�generic�

Let
T  fx j x is not of the form y���l for y � f�� �g�� l � Z�g�

Clearly T � P and T is an in	nite set� Given a string a�a� � � � am�� � f�� �g�� let x  sm�
If x �� T � the extension function F is unde	ned at x� If x � T � before we can de	ne F �x��
there are k stages�

At stage j �j  �� �� � � � � k�� suppose the assigned values of the answers for the 	rst j��
questions are b�� b�� � � � � bj��� respectively� where bi � f�� �g� for i  �� �� � � � � j � �� Then
we assign the jth question to be �f�j

�x� � Dij��� where �j  b�b� � � � bj��� At this stage�
we shall assign a value to Dij �f�j

�x��� If we make a guess at this stage� we shall record it
as A�qj�  cj � where qj � f�� �g

�� cj � f�� �g�

Let f�j
�x�  uj�� if f�j

�x� is of the form y� for y � f�� �g�� let f�j
�x�  uj�� if f�j

�x�
is of the form y�� We may write f�j

�x�  ujl�l� where l � f�� �g and �l  �� l�

There are three cases�

Case �� f�j
�x� is small� There are three subcases�

Subcase ���� ij  � �so Dij  A��k���� and f�j
�x����k��  sm�

� where m� � m� Then

am�
 A�f�j

�x����k���

 A��k����f�j
�x���

We assign bj  am�
� �Note that bj  Dij �f�j

�x����

Subcase ���� � � ij � k � �� so

Dij  
A��k��ij��� �A��k��ij��� 
A��k��ij��� �A��k��ij��
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and ujl��
�k��ij�� � sm� In this case� let

ujl��
�k��ij  sm�

�

ujl��
�k��ij��  sm�

�

Then m� � m� � m� so

A��k��ij ��ujl�  am�

and A��k��ij����ujl�  am�
�

Using these values� we obtain the value of Dij �f�j
�x��� Assign bj the value of Dij �f�j

�x��
we obtained�

Subcase ���� ij  k �so Dk  
A��� � S� � 
A��� � S�� and ujl��
� � x� In this case� let

ujl��
�  sm�

� then A����ujl�  am�
� Since S � DTIME��n� and ujl � sm� we can compute

S�ujl� within �m � �� steps� Then we use am�
and the value of S�ujl� to obtain the value

of Dk�f�j
�x��� We assign bj this value�

In Case � and Case �� f�j
�x� is not small� In Case �� no guess is made� while in most of

the setups in Case �� a guess is made�

Case �� There are two subcases�

Subcase ���� ij  �� f�j
�x����k�� 	 x� and the value of A�f�j

�x����k��� has been assigned
in the previous stages� In this case� assign bj the assigned value of A�f�j

�x����k��� �

Subcase ���� � � ij � k � �� ujl��
�k��ij�� 	 x� and the values of both A�ujl��

�k��ij���
and A�ujl��

�k��ij � have been assigned� �We assign A�y� a value only when y � x� so in
Subcase ���� ujl��

�k��ij 	 x�� In this case� use the assigned values of A�ujl��
�k��ij��� and

A�ujl��
�k��ij � to compute Dij �f�j

�x�� and assign bj the value of Dij �f�j
�x�� we obtained�

Case �� There are three subcases�

Subcase ���� ij  �� f�j
�x����k�� 	 x� and the value of A�f�j

�x����k��� has not been
assigned� We de	ne qj  f�j

�x����k�� and cj  �� We assign A�qj�  � and bj  ��

Subcase ���� � � ij � k��� ujl��
�k��ij�� 	 x� and either A�ujl��

�k��ij��� or A�ujl��
�k��ij �

has not been assigned a value� There are three Subsubcases�

Subsubcase ����� A�ujl��
�k��ij��� has not been assigned� We de	ne qj  ujl��

�k��ij�� and
cj  l� We assign A�qj�  l� If A�qj�  l� then Dij �f�j

�x��  l� so we assign bj  l�
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Subsubcase ������ The value of A�ujl��
�k��ij��� has been assigned� and ujl��

�k��ij � x�
In this case� let ujl��

�k��ij  sm�
� where m� � m� Then A��k��ij��ujl�  am�

� Using this

and the assigned value of A�ujl��
�k��ij���� we obtain the value of Dij �f�j

�x��� We assign
bj this value�

Subsubcase ������ The value of A�ujl��
�k��ij��� has been assigned� ujl��

�k��ij 	 x� and
the value of A�ujl��

�k��ij � has not been assigned� In this case we do the same work as in
Subsubcase ����� but replace ��k � �ij � �� by ��k � �ij��

Subcase ���� ij  k� and ujl��
� 	 x� In this case� we assign A�ujl��

��  l and bj  l� We
de	ne qj  ujl��

� and cj  l�

After k stages� we have assigned the values for b�� b�� � � � � bk� Now we de	ne b 
h�x� b�b� � � � bk��

Claim �� If j� � j�� qj� and qj� are de	ned� then qj� � qj� �

Proof� Since qj is de	ned only when A�qj� has not yet been assigned a value �with the only
possible exception in Subcase ����� we have ij�  k or ij�  k� Without loss of generality�
we assume that ij�  k� If j� 	 j� in Subcase ���� the value of A�uj�l��

�� is not assigned�
and qj� is not de	ned� so j� � j�� In stage j� of Subcase ���� when we assign the value
of A�uj�l��

��� the value of A�uj�l��
�� must have been assigned in some previous stage� say

stage j�� where j� � j��

By induction� we can show that there exist j� 	 j� 	 � � � 	 jk such that the value
of A�ujrl��

�r��� is assigned at stage jr �� � r � k � ��� Djr  Dk���r� the value of
A�f�j

�x����k��� is assigned at stage jk of Subcase ���� and Djk  D�� Since j�� � � � � jk �
f�� �� � � � � kg� it follows that jt  k � t � �� for t  �� �� � � � � k� whence Dij  Dj for
j  �� �� � � � � k� contradicting the nontriviality of the permutation� This proves the Claim�
�

Let
f�qj� cj�g � fx� bg  f�y�� d��� � � � � �yt� dt�g�

where

y�� y�� � � � � yt � f�� �g
��

y� � y� � � � � � yt�

d�� � � � � dt � f�� �g�

�



Clearly t � � since �y�� d��  �x� b��

Now we de	ne the extension �partial� function

F � f�� �g� �	 �f�� �g� 
 f�� �g��

as follows� For w  a�a� � � � am�� � f�� �g
�� if sm �� T � then F �w� is unde	ned� If sm � T �

then F �w�  ��y�� d��� � � � � �yt� dt��� It is easy to verify that F is a �k � ���bounded n��
extension function� Since for every x � T � F �A�x� is de	ned� and T is an in	nite set� F is
dense along A� From the fact that b  h�x� b�b� � � � bk�� for every x � T � it follows that A
does not meet F at any x � f�� �g�� whence A avoids F � It follows by Lemma ��� that A
is not p�generic� �

Theorem ��� �Main Theorem�� If NP contains a p�generic language� then for every k � �
there is a sequence �D  �D�� � � � �Dk� that is strictly sequentially complete for NP�

Proof� Let A � NP be p�generic� let k � �� and let

�D  �D�A�SAT� k�  �D�� � � � �Dk��

It is clear by inspection that� for all x � f�� �g�� the following three things are true�

�i� SAT�x�  Dk�xA����x���

�ii� For � � i � k� A��k��i��x�  Di�xA��k��i����x���

�iii� A��k����x�  D��x��

It is easy to convert �i�� �ii�� and �iii� into a �P
S �reduction of SAT to �D� �For example�

when k  �� we have SAT�x�  D��xA����x��  D��xD��xA����x���  D��xD��xD��x�����

Thus SAT �P
S
�D� Since SAT is �P

m�complete for NP� it follows immediately that �D is �P
S �

hard for NP� Also� since A � NP and NP is closed under 	nite unions� 	nite intersections�
�� and projections A �	 A�n�� we have D�� � � � �Dk � NP whence �D is �P

S �complete for NP�

To complete the proof� let �D�  �Di� � � � � �Dik� be a nontrivial permutation of �D� Since

A is p�generic� the Main Lemma tells us that A ��P
S
�D�� Since A � NP� it follows that �D� is

not �P
S �complete for NP� We have now shown that �D is �P

SS�complete for NP� �

A similar�and simpler�argument establishes the following absolute result�
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Theorem ���� For every k � � there is a sequence �D  �D�� � � � � Dk� that is strictly
sequentially complete for E �hence also for E���

We conclude with a brief discussion of strict sequential completeness in NP under strong
measure�theoretic hypotheses� Ambos�Spies� Neis� and Terwijn 
�� have shown that� if NP
does not have p�measure � �brie�y� �p�NP� � ��� then NP contains a p�generic language�
Lorentz and Lutz 
��� have recently extended this argument to show that� if there is any
strongly positive� p�computable probability � such that �p�NP� � �� then NP contains a
p�generic language� Theorem ��� thus has the following immediate consequence�

Corollary ���� If there exists a strongly positive� p�computable measure � such that

�p�NP� � �� then for every k � � there is a sequence �D  �D�� � � � �Dk� that is strictly
sequentially complete for NP�
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